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Ancinet egyptian age

Edwin Smith papyrus (BC 3000)



Greek Roman period

•Hippocrates (460~370BC)

- Humoral Theory

- Surgery did not cure because this

was a disease involving entire body

•Galen(131~203 AD)

- Refined Hippocrates’ theory

- Attributed cancer to excess 

of black bile in the body

- Recommended diet, purgation





Middle ages

Little progress was made during the Dark Ages

- Healing would occur through divine intervention

- Surgery was discouraged by the Church 



Ancinet egyptian age

Greek Roman period

Middle ages

Systemic disease

Surgery is futile

Pessimistic period



Early modern period
•Ambroise Paré (1500s)

- Managed large ulcerating breast cancer with topical agents

(milk, vinegar)

- Managed smaller breast cancer with excision or sulfuric acid

- Recognize role of axillary nodes in spread of breast cancer 

•Andreas Versalius (1500s)  

- Belgium anatomist

- Described anatomy of breast

•Lorenz Heister (1600-1700s)

- German anatomist, surgeon

- Resected all larged axillary node, pectorialis , rib

(if contained the tumor) 







Late modern period

Charles Hewitt Moore(1821-1870)

- Local recurrence : suggest centrifugal 

spread from the original site

- His principles of surgical were to remove  

whole breast + diseased axillary glands

- Influence on Halsted’s development of              

radical mastectomy



Early modern period

Late modern period

Systemic disease 

→Localized disease 

Curable with surgery

Optimistic period
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Halsted radical mastectomy

Halsted theory : breast cancer spread locally 

into muscle and regional node



Radical mastectomy

Remove  entire breast,  pectoralis major muscle, pectoralis minor muscle, LN level I,II,III





Modified radical mastectomy

Remove  entire breast,  LN level I,II, preservation of the pectoral muscle 











Umberto Veronesi

(1925~2016)

20 year results of Milan I study



Breast conserving surgery



Sentinel lymph node biopsy



History 
 Parotid gland (1951)

Ernest Gould et al. 

Node at the junction of the ant. and post. facial vein

 Penile cancer (1976)

Ramon Cabanas, a South American surgeon

Nodes associated with the supf. Epigastric vein

 Melanoma (1980-90)

Donald Morton et al. 

Term “sentinel” lymph node in 1992

 Breast cancer (1994)

Giuliano et al. from Santa Monica, California

Donald L. Morton



Oncoplastic/Reconstructive Surgery

Cosmetic appearance 

+ secure safe resection margin

First appeared in 1998 by Audretsch

Technique of reconstructing immediately to 

minimize deformities.



Classified into two parts

1. Volume displacement technique

2. Volume replacement technique

- by inserting adjacent tissue flap or distant tissue flap



Volume displacement technique

Parallelogram mastopexy

Batwing technique

Round block technique



Volume replacement technique

LD flap(latissimus dorsi myocutaneous flap)





Volume replacement technique

TRAM(transversus rectus abdominis myocutaneous flap)



수술전 수술후



Conculusion



Thank for listening…!


